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Short Report from TC 3 workshop in Seattle 2010-10-14 

1 Agenda 

1. Implementation of Annex in standards for listing of DET 
2. CDD presentation and short discussion of new Change requests related to other standards 
3. Presentation of new multilingual data base platform for IEC 60617DB 
4. Presentation of work related to combination of graphical symbols 
5. Presentation of NP for Dynamic representation of graphical symbols 

2 Participants 

See 3WS(Seattle/Secretary)2A 

3 Notes 

3.1 Listing of DETs 

An example of how to list the DETs used in a standard was presented by Mr. Hans Brückner. 

Proposal to the plenary meeting: 

Data element types (DET) used in a standard should, if required, be listed in a “short form”, 
meaning DET identification, name, description, etc in an annex to the standard. The annext should 
also include a description of the DET definition and reference to a “DET definition page” in The 
CDD. This page will include all required data for the dictionary. It was also proposed that the annex 
should include a description of the benefit of using the standardized DET-definition.  

It was proposed to describe data information models for the DETs in a separate document. Not to 
be included in the above proposed annex.  

 

3.2 CDD presentation 

The Component Data Dictionary, CDD, was presented by Mr. Reinhard Nerke. 
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3.3 Multilingual database for IEC 60617DB 

The new, not yet released, multilingual platform for the IEC 60617 DB was presented and 
demonstrated by Mr. Alan Maislisch. 

Some additional features proposed in the meeting: 

- Possibility to set up a homepage in own language 
- Multilingual search function 
- The left side menu in own language 

 
   

3.4 Combination of graphical symbols and Installation symbols 

The ongoing discussion regarding new symbols installation diagrams and “Combined symbols” was 
presented by Mr. Sven-Anders Lejdeby, see 3WS(Seattle/Secretary)3. 

It was proposed to further discuss these issues and prepare necessary documents for voting in a 
new team, because the validation team is not considered to be the right team for the matter. The 
Secretary has tried to “wake up” the former PT60617, however, without success. JP NC propose to 
set up a maintenance team MT60617. Another proposal has been given by Mr. Sumio Araki, 
convener of PT38, to recall PT38 and let this team handle these matters (see Annex 1).  

The proposals will be brought to the plenary meeting for decision.  

The result of the questionnaire 3/1023/DC regarding recommendation of draft DTR for mnemonics 
to be used in relation to the symbols in IEC 60617DB circulation was shortly presented, see 
3(Seattle/Secretary)7.  

The result will be presented and further discussed at the plenary meeting.  

 

3.5 Dynamic representation of graphical symbols 

The preliminary work for proposal of a new work item related to “Dynamic graphical symbols” was 
presented by Mr. Sven-Anders Lejdeby, see 3WS(Seattle/Secretary)4.  

The result of the questionnaire 3/1013/DC was presented in a table showing the proposed 
prioritizing of the work. The result will be further presented and discussed in the plenary meeting.    

 

Sven-Anders Lejdeby 
Secretary of IEC/TC3 
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Annex 1 

From mail from Sumio Araki to TC3 Secretary, dated 2010-10-12  (as noted by TC 3 Secretary) 

Dear Sven-Anders, 

I apologize not to respond in time.  
But, with regard to this issue, I would like to propose to wake up PT38. The reasons are as follows 
(three reasons): 

Reason 1: 
On 2010/08/03, at 17:41, tc3-pt60617 wrote: 
“ It is recommendable that such further evaluation and preparation of CD, etc will be handled by a team of 
experts. I have recognized that TC 3 once had an inofficial group of experts, PT60617 (at least a maillist 
exists). The idea is now to "wake up" this PT for to support the extended database process of the 
proposed symbols.”  

The question is now if you, as a member of the former PT60617, can agree to continue the participation in 
PT60617 under the circumstances described below.  
Please answer this mail with a Yes or No, as soon as possible.  

First of all, the mailing tc3-pt60617@iec.ch was prepared for PT38 as follows: 
From: Per-Åke Svensson pasv@pasv.se Date: 2006/11/06 at 18:42:44JST 

 To: Hiroaki IKEDA ikeda@faculty.chiba-u.jp 
Cc: mc@iec.ch, m_ishikawa@jsa.or.jp, Sumio Araki <araki@vpi.co.jp>, IEC PT38 tc3-pt60617@iec.ch 
Subject: Re: Nomination of Project Leader for PT 38 
Reply-To: pasv@pasv.se 

Dear Prof. Ikeda, 

Please enter the name into the  EMS from the JP NC in line with the suggestion of Mr. Coupy. 

The taking on of the leadership of the PT38 is very much appreciated. I have already added the name of 
Mr Araki to the mail exploder tc3-pt60617@iec.ch, and am therefore copying this message to that 
distribution list. 

With best regards, 
 Per.Åke Svensson 

It means "PT60617" is an alias of "PT38". 

 

Reason 2: 
The new PT (or MT) 60617 will:  
- discuss the unclearness regarding understanding and use of graphical symbols for switches in 
installation diagrams, see C00206  
 - discuss the relationship between symbols for use in installation diagrams, circuit diagrams and other 
purposes  
- prepare draft documents (CD, etc) required for extended database process  
- discuss use of "combined symbols", especially in the field of installation diagrams  
- prepare presentation of ideas for discussion of "combined symbols" in the workshop in Seattle 

mailto:pasv@pasv.se
mailto:ikeda@faculty.chiba-u.jp
mailto:tc3-pt60617@iec.ch


These are your proposals to PT60617. On the other hand, the task of PT38 are as follows: 
• To formulate clear criteria for the introduction of graphical symbols in the IEC 60617 database 
• To formulate explicit rules for the construction of graphical symbols for diagrams, with emphasis on 
symbols for complex concepts for which combinations of already existing symbols are used 

I suppose your proposals are completely included PT38 tasks. "Unclearness" is not only graphical 
symbols for switches in installation diagrams. There is no clear and detail validation policy for whole IEC 
60617 DB. 

 

Reason 3: 
At the Tel Aviv Meeting, PT38 was held on as follows: 

Decision 1: TC3 decided at its meeting in Tel Aviv to set PT38 on hold for the time being until the initial 
result of the Task Force on dynamic graphical symbols is available. 

But, what is the relation with dynamic graphical symbols? 
One of the big reason why the activity of PT38 was so inactive was the tasks were so wide and vague. 
This decision means we have to discus dynamic graphical symbols with PT38 tasks. It is natural the 
discussion will be more complicated. 

In addition, why do we have to wait to set up the Task Force on dynamic graphical symbols? There are 
urgent matters. For example, PT38 have to solve the contradiction on S00642 “Light emitting diode (LED), 
general symbol” and A00042. In detail, see 4.1.8 "S00642 'Light emitting diode (LED), general symbol' 
and A00042" in attached file "3_Tel Aviv_PT38_13a with Arto.pdf". 

 



Additional comments from Sumio Araki related to the work: 

In addition, I was surprised Mr Scholz's following message: 

On 2010/08/04, at 18:04, tc3-pt60617 wrote: 

Hallo to all,  

in accordance with the secretary of the  NC of Germany I say NO to the proposed  procedure!  I would like 
to remind to the " Procedures for the maintenance of the IEC standards in database format", which are 
described in Annex J of the ISO/IEC-Directives ,  and in the TC3-document  3/583C/INF.  

 If there is no clear decision within the validation team for a normal data-base procedure then the 
extended procedure has to start, involving the National Committees of the TC3-Members. If we want to 
change our rules this has to be discussed at an regular TC3-meeting!  

 By the way I like to quote two sentences of our general description to the database 

 How to create a new symbol from existing elements [top]  

When the graphical symbol required is not found in the database, it may be possible to create one from 
the existing ones. Pick the symbol for the basic concept and then combine it with one or more appropriate 
supplementary symbol.  

How to process requests for new symbols [top]  

 If there is a need for a symbol that cannot be satisfied with the already existing set of symbols or by 
combinations of these symbols it might be necessary to create a new one, and to get this internationally 
standardised. 

Best regards 
Reinhard Scholz  

In my impression, this message looks like there was no need to set up PT38. When I sent the following 
message to the mailing list which is tc3-pt60617@iec.ch, I suppose he should reply the above message to 
mine which I forgot to nominate Annex J of the ISO/IEC-Directives and 3/583C/INF. His message might be 
a trigger to start the discussion in PT38: 

On 2008/10/09, at 22:31, Sumio Araki wrote: 

 Dear members, 

First of all, I apologize to be delayed to start PT 38. 

Recently I have studied following documents again: 
3/656A/RM 
3/745/DC 
3(Eindhoven/Japan)10 
3(Eindhoven/Secretariat)14 
3/747/RM 
3/757/INF 
3/777/DC 



3/797/RM 
3/811/DC 
3/812/DC 
3/826/INF 
3/830/INF 
3/831/INF 
3/832/RM 

According to 3/831/INF, we discus the following two proglems: 
1. Criteria for the introduction of graphical symbols in the IEC 60617 database; and 
2. More explicit rules for the construction of symbols. 
 First of all, I would like to start to review and discuss the Item 1 "Criteria" by E-mails. 

 In the document 3/811/DC Annex A based on 3/745/DC, six princilpes are described. Principle 6 is added 
later by a comment from German Natilnal Committee. For each item, the response of national committees 
are as follows based on 3/757/INF and 3/830/INF: 

 Principles for the introduction of graphical symbols in IEC 60617: 
1. The IEC 60617 database is built from the outset that it contains “concepts” to which many textual 
attributes are associated as well as a graphical representation. The database does not contain graphical 
representations with one or more meanings. It is essential to recognize the difference. It means e.g. that 
two graphical symbols (with different identifiers and names) may have identical graphical appearance. 
Moreover, when a symbol is “applied in” another it means primarily that the concept is applied, but the 
graphical representation might be slightly modified (within the limits for normal manipulation of the 
graphics). 

 CZ: Yes 
DE: Yes 
DK: Yes 
FI: Yes 
JP: Yes 
NO: Yes 
SE: Yes 

This principle is generally agreed on. (3/757/INF) 

2. No attempt should be made to differentiate in the database between “basic building blocks”and 
combinations/examples. They are principally described with the same methods, so it is not clear what 
such a differentiation is to be used for. Moreover, in earlier attempts it has not been entirely clear whether 
“example” would refer to an example of the graphics or of an example of the concept. 

NOTE – In the database the difference follows indirectly from the references provided in “Applies” and 
“Applied in”: A “basic building block” is obviously a graphical symbol that does not make use of any other 
graphical symbol(the field “Applies” is empty) and which is used in another (the field “Applied in” has at 
least one value). A graphical symbol example uses at least one other symbol (the field “Applies” has at 
least one value). From the principle 1 follows that this differentiation is based on the concept. 

CZ: Yes 
DE: No, make the distinction; keep examples in a separate publication 
DK: Yes, but not “examples of examples 
FI: Yes, but limit the number of examples 
JP: Yes, as many as possible 
NO: Yes 
SE: Yes 



3. The database should provide the possibility to find an answer to requests for commonly occurring 
concepts. A user will often search by using either the search function (operating on the text: name, 
alternative name, etc) or by making use of the keywords. Therefore a concept could be covered either by 
adding a new symbol (might it be a combination or not)or by adding an “alternative name” for a closely 
related existing graphical symbol sufficiently well. 

Example: Symbol S00583 “Coil, general symbol; Winding, general symbol” has also the alternative 
names“ Inductor; Choke”, the latter being not synonyms to the names, but closely related and commonly 
used. 

CZ: Yes 
DE: No, possibly in a separate publication 
DK: Yes 
FI: Yes 
JP: Yes 
NO: Yes 
SE: Yes 

4. If a combination has a name closely related to (one of) its basic symbols, it should normally not need to 
be included. 

Example: A search for “socket outlet” gives today i.a. the results: 
- S00457 Socket outlet (power), general symbol 
- S00458 Multiple socket outlet (power) 
- S00465 Socket outlet (telecommunications), general symbol 

Then a symbol for “Multiple socket outlet (telecommunications)”, might not be necessary, since it is fairly 
obvious  what such a symbol should look like by comparison with the ones for power, unless the graphics 
would be built in  accordance with another principle. 

CZ: Yes 
DE: (Yes) 
DK: Yes 
FI: Yes 
JP: No, all combination symbols in the same level shall be included. (3/830/INF) 
NO: Yes 
SE: Yes 

5. In order to limit the number of combinations symbols of “maximum functionality” can be included in the 
standard. Such symbols should be provided with unambiguous instructions on how to simplify the symbol 
to when less functionality is required. 

 Example: Symbol S01413 “Multiple-function switching device”, with the alternative names “Control and 
protective switching device (CPS); Reversing CPS” is an example of such a symbol. It covers many 
combinations existing in practice. 

CZ: Yes 
DE: Yes, but in a separate publication 
DK: Yes 
FI: Yes 
JP: Yes 
NO: Yes 
SE: Yes 



6. Regarding the validity of user-constructed application examples the following applies: 

If, for a concept: 
• a dedicated graphical symbol is missing in the IEC 60617; but 
• one or more suitable graphical symbols could be constructed through combination of already existing 
symbols; and 

 if, at a later date, 
 • a dedicated graphical symbol is entered into the IEC 60617; 
then 
• other earlier used possible combinations shall be considered to be obsolete from the date of the 
introduction of the dedicated symbol. 

 NOTE - The situation for the alternative constructions will then be the same as for “withdrawn” graphical 
symbols in the standard itself (with the status “obsolete – for information only”), i.e. such symbols should 
no longer be used for new designs, because they have been “replaced” by the new one. Note, however, 
that it is first with the introduction of the dedicated symbol that the actual concept appears at all in the 
database. 

For Principle 6, there is no response from the national committees. 

So far, Principle 1 is agreed. 

So, I would like to start discussion about comments from German national committee. The comments are 
summarized as "keep in a separate publication". I would like to ask members we should separate 
"combinations" and "examples" or not. 

 PS 
About S00642 "Light emitting diode (LED)", I would like to discuss later as one of "explicit rules". 

Best regards, 
Sumio Araki 

On 2010/08/06, at 16:32, tc3-pt60617 wrote: 

>Dear Sven-Anders,  
thanks for your clarifications. We agree with your statements concerning the regulations. We had the 
discussions about combined symbols since years in TC3. In my opinion we have rules enough how to 
create combinded symbols.  

I read Annex J of the ISO/IEC-Directives and 3/583C/INF again. I can not find out the term "combined 
symbols" in them. I think these describe the general rules. So, I would like to ask Mr Scholz there is any 
document that describes the detailed, clear and explicit rule how to create combined symbols or not. Yes, 
we have got one. It's IEC 61082-1. But, this standard explains it for end users. 

By the way, following message is a part of Arto's comments to my report of PT38 at Tel Aviv meeting 
relating with Annex A of IEC 61082-1. I am completely same opinion. In detail, see attached file "3_Tel 
Aviv_PT38_13a with Arto.pdf". 

Why all symbols are not located in IEC 60617 database? IEC 60617 supposed to be international 
standard for graphical symbols for diagrams. 



Some symbols are standardized in ISO 14617 series which is OK, but some symbols exits ONLY in 
outside of IEC 60617 for example IEC 61082-1 Annex A. Miniature circuit breaker with RCD is now 
mandatory (at least in Finland) device to be used for electrical installation of buildings. So engineers and 
installers try to find symbol for that device from IEC 60617. As we know in IEC 60617 DB there is no 
symbol for that concept but suitable symbols are presented in another standard IEC 61082-1 Annex A.  

Why is it like this? Answer: there is no need to have symbol in IEC 60617 because users can combine 
such a symbol by applying rules from ISO/IEC 81714 series. For the ordinary user of IEC 60617 DB it is 
quite challenging and time consuming to combine new symbol which follow rules of ISO/IEC 81714 series 
and is not contradict to any of IEC 60617 or ISO 14617 standardized symbols. Also users of IEC 60617 
DB may not know that some combined symbols exits in a another standard for example IEC 61082-1  
Annex A. 

This situation is confusing. If symbol for diagrams is presented only in another IEC standard then this 
symbol should be included in IEC 60617 DB. If symbol do not comply ISO/IEC 81714 rules or is contradict 
to existing symbols then MT 60617 should present counter proposal for product committee. This is what 
we do in IEC SC 3C for database IEC 60417 symbols for use on equipment. 

Well, in my understanding, the major reasons why PT38 was set up are as follows: 

1. There is inconsistency in IEC 60617 Database. See attached file 3eind10.pdf. But, the symbols to 
resolve the inconsistency are rejected. 

2. Almost all of combined symbols are rejected. 

I can understand why there is inconsistency and combined symbols are rejected as follows: 
Former IEC 60617 series were printed standards of 13 parts and had got nearly 10 cm thickness. 
Therefore, One of the essential duties for the former SC3A members was to reduce and minimize the 
numbers of symbols for the 13 standards. On the other hand, there are combined symbols which are 
consisted from more than 10 elements in the existing 60617 database. I think there are no strong reasons 
to reject combined symbols for the database. In detail, see "4.1.2 Combined symbols" of "3_Tel 
Aviv_PT38_13a with Arto.pdf". 

IEC 60617 is now a database standard. The situation completely changes. What are the reasons to limit 
graphical symbols like paper based standards? We don't need to mind "thickness". For example, the 
search function of Google is a kind of database. Do we want to divide "Google Database" more than one 
database? 

I once again raise my suggestion to create a status- or a note or a flag-  "EXAMPLE" in the database. With 
this distinguishing mark we have the chance to use the extended  procedure ( with all the traditional IEC-
steps:  CD, CDV, FDIS)  only in that cases where we have really "NEW" symbols , depending on complete 
new technique or any else. All the other symbols which are neccessary for special branches, but can be 
created by using combinations of existing symbols should be marked as example. For "releasing" these 
examples we can use the fastest procedure we have.  So this would be a considerable load removal for all 
involved parties!  

Best regards 
 Reinhard 

I completely agree with him. 

I raised similar issue in 3/819/INF "Report from PT32: IEC 60617 - Elaboration of the application notes in 
IEC 60617 DB, to the meeting in Berlin 2006-09-25/26" as follows: 
5.10 A00X05, A00X06, A00X09 through A00X19 and A00X22 through A00X28 



The Part 12 and 13 of the earlier publication contain “Example” symbols. These were easily identified in 
them. But, in the database, there is no indication to identify. To identify them, we added these application 
notes using the section titles in each part. 

For example, A00X05 is "Examples of combinative elements". 

In addition, see 4.1.3 “'Example' symbols" in attached file "3_Tel Aviv_PT38_13a with Arto.pdf. 

Then, I would like to list up the following matters. These are items to define clear and explicit rules how to 
draw the graphical symbols:  

- 4.1.4.1 Module (size matter) 

- 4.1.4.2 Subdivided grid (including to add a new "Grid" field acceding to ISO 81714-1) 

- 4.1.5 Line width 

- 4.1.6 Line end 

- 4.1.7 Kinds of the lines 

 

The following is my proposal to revise the existing pictographs in the 60617 database: 

- 4.1.9 Reivsed pictographs for the 60617 database 

Especially, the former Part 12 & 13 graphical symbols are very duty as they are paper scanned data. In 
PT32, pictographs in the application notes for the Part 12 & 13 were revised. But, the graphical symbols 
themselves are still used scanned data. 

In detail, see attached file "3_Tel Aviv_PT38_13a with Arto.pdf". 

And for our reference, I attach the following your message with comments from Per-Åke you sent me. I 
added marks to identify who wrote the texts as PS (Per-Åke), SL (you) and SA (me): 

On 2009/04/01, at 15:53, Sven-Anders Lejdeby wrote: 

Dear Sumio  

Please find below Per-Åkes comments (in blue) to your questions regarding symbols in the database  

We will continue to discuss the items.  

Best Regards  
Sven-Anders  

SA: 
Dear Sven-Anders, 



Now, I'm preparing the report. But, I'm waiting your answers for my questions dated on 17th March. The 
following questions are modified from the date: 

SA: 
1. I consider the size of Module is 5 mm. Is it correct? Because, the dot pitch is 5 mm for the symbols. It is 
natural the Module size is 5 mm. But, in C00036, Professor Ikeda describes as follows: 

JP(HIKE): Symbol S00064, M=2,5 mm grid is missing, also in the paper version. (Secretary's note: A grid 
has been added. At the same time the appearence has been modified to that of Ed. 1, i.e. it is a real dash-
dotted line. This gives also more sense to the application notes.) 

I haven't seen the explanation that Module size is 2,5 mm but dot pitch is 5 mm.  

SL: 
 As far as I know is the grid only defined as M, i.e. it is not defined if the symbol is presented in 2,5 or 5 
mm or something else. If the symbols are printed in A4 form the grid will get a size, probably 5 mm. This 
means that the comment in C0036 is not correct (or at least unclear). I suppose the grid was missing 
whan the comment was made and the the grid net with module size M was added. The size of M shall not 
be mentioned.  

PS: 
 All symbols are drawn on a grid based on M. M relates all symbols to each other. The value of M depends 
on how big you want to make the symbols. For normal drawings M is 2,5 mm, which is the original ISO 
value and in line with the established dimensional series 1,0; 1,8; 2,5; 3,5; 5,0; 7,0; 10, 0  This is specified 
in ISO 81714-1 and IEC 81714 -2, and is carried on into IEC 61082-1. (There has as long as I remember 
been a fight where Germany (electrotechnical side) has been suggesting 2,0  mm as the value for circuit 
diagrams, which has resulted in some rather slippery formulations. Now I think the compromise is to 
interpret 1,8 as 2,0 )  

(The told reason for 2,0 mm is that you can get more into one page, but the real reason is as I have 
understood it that Germany has traditionally used a grid of 4 mm for ordinary “mathematical paper”, while 
5 mm has been used in other countries. So they are just used to 2,0!)  

The value of M that comes out of the database (and shown on the screen) is something rather arbitrary. It 
depends on the conversion of the originally printed symbol to gif.  For “part 12 symbols” the grid is 
missing, but there the normal distance between connecting lines (=2M) can be used as measure.  

SA: 
2. Revised S00064 is NOT a real dash-dotted line according to ISO 128-20 and 21. In addition, the 
description of A00019 which is "Any combination of short and long strokes may be used." is very vague. It 
should be revised to explicit descriptions same as A00042. 

See the attached file S00064explanation.gif for your reference.  

SL: 
You are right, the lengh of the lines (parts) is not fully identical to what is stated in ISO 128-21. The symbol 
is more like "long dashed dotted line" (but even so, not fully corresponding). However, I will discuss this 
with Per-Åke.  

PS: 
I think that ISO 128-21 has been updated after the creation of the symbol. It was maybe better in line with 
the previous edition (but I do not have it available and cannot check). It does not matter in any case it 
ought to be updated because of the update of ISO 128-20. I think that "Any combination of short and long 



strokes may be used" just refers to the practical situation that if you need to use boxes in boxes or 
crossing boxes there should be a possibility to differentiate between them.  

Note also that when you make a box with corners, it is more essential to indicate the corners of the box 
than that length of each stroke is correct, which means that you may need to make some compromises.  

SA: 
3. Now, I'm checking all graphical symbols. The line thickness looks like 0,35 mm. Is it correct? If M 
equals 2,5 mm, it keeps IEC 61082-1. But, 0,35 mm is approximately 1 point. I suppose it is a default 
thickness of the drawing application. 

I think there is no explicit rule about line thickness for the symbols in the database.  

SL: 
I think the line thickness shall be 0,1 M. The thickness of the lines in the figures is probably 1 point when 
creted in the simple drawing tool used for creating the gif (picture). Presented in A4 it probably correspond 
to 0,35 mm which as close as possible to 0,1 M (with the tool used). To get absolutly correct sizes we 
have to create all symbols with a different tool.  

PA: 
Yes. I think that the symbols in the old printed IEC 60617 were actually drawn with 2,5 mm grid and 0,35 
mm line thickness, which is not in line with the rules, but necessary because of reproduction requirements 
at that time. For the gifs this has practically been converted into a line thickness of 1 point.  

SA: 
4. S00422 "Attenuator" is using an obsolete symbol S01355 "Resistor". It is natural S00422 should be 
"obsolete" and replaced by another symbol. But, there is no explicit rule when element symbols become 
"obsolete".  

SL: 
You are right. We have to discuss if a general rule are needed.  

PS 
 You mean S00442 I guess. Yes, it ought to be modified. The general rule is simply that when a symbol is 
decided to become obsolete, all “applied in” should be checked and modified or withdrawn as necessary.  

SA: 
5. Part of S00024 and S00026 on the database were modified to dotted lines. I think these modifications 
indicates not parts of the symbols. Is it correct? If so, this expression is only for two symbols and no 
explanations. I am afraid end users will be confused.  

SL: 
When I read the appication note A00262 I understand the dotted lines as additional (separate) symbols 
which are added  for to describe the context in which the actual symbol is used. This means that the 
dotted symbol (line) is not a part of the symbol. I think the application note and the change request are 
correct, even if the descriptions could be a bit more comprehensible.      

PS: 
I think that the application note is “good enough” as explanation in these cases. The dotted lines could be 
useful also in other cases. 



These are three reasons. If PT38 will be woken, I would like to propose to change the tasks as follows: 
• To formulate clear validation rules for the introduction of graphical symbols in the IEC 60617 database 
• To formulate explicit rules how to draw the graphical symbols for diagrams for Change Requests 

In addition, I would like to recommend Arto as a co-convenor. Because, unfortunately I have to limit the 
time for IEC activities now. Sometimes (sorry always :-) I can not respond in time. 

And, I would like to recommend to add the validation team members to the PT60617 mailing list. Because, 
they are the users of P38 products. 

Could you discuss this issue, which is to wake up PT38, in the plenary meeting? 

Best regards, 
Sumio Araki 
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